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Speakers’ referential choices differ in the degree of explicitness, ranging from very explicit expressions (such as lexical NPs, e.g., the boy) to less explicit expressions (such as pronouns, e.g., he, and null elements). We examine the referential choices of children with Specific Language Impairment (SLI), in order to differentiate between the linguistic and pragmatic abilities involved in the selection of appropriate referring expressions. Existing findings on referential choices by children with SLI are currently inconsistent and have mainly been reported based on narratives. We used an elicited production task to manipulate the referent’s accessibility by means of two factors: (a) contexts that instantiate different levels of contrast (one vs. two contrasts) and (b) the grammatical role of the expression (subject vs. object). We show that children with SLI and typically developing controls produce more explicit expressions for increased contrast levels and for objects than for subjects. Although children with SLI modify the explicitness of their referring expressions according to the accessibility of referents as typically developing children do, we also find varying production rates between the groups. We discuss how these differences in production rates surface as a consequence of language impairment, although the explicitness of referential choices remains otherwise largely unaffected.
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1. Introduction

In the process of planning an utterance, speakers need to select an expression with which to refer to entities in the world. They select, consciously or not, from a range of referring expressions that vary in their degree of explicitness. Names and descriptions are very explicit expressions. They are very informative with regard to their purpose of uniquely identifying a corresponding referent in the world, and they are realized as lexical NPs, such as Jonas, the boy, or a boy at school, all of which can be produced to refer to a certain boy named Jonas. Less explicit expressions such as pronouns (e.g., he, him) or even phonologically silent elements are less informative. They can be appropriately used when the referent is currently in the focus of attention of the speaker and the addressee (Gundel et al., 1993), and hence, they are interpretable by the addressee (see Arnold, 2008; Gatt et al., 2014, for overviews).
Traditionally, the explicitness of an expression is viewed as a reflection of the discourse status of the referent (Ariel, 1990; Chafe, 1976). Appropriate referential choices depend on a speaker’s modeling of the referent’s discourse status (Arnold, 2008; Brennan, 1995; Chafe, 1976; Grosz et al., 1995) and on the speaker’s judgments about the degree of explicitness that is necessary for the expression to be pragmatically appropriate in a given situation (Ariel, 2001; Gundel et al., 1993; Gundel et al., 2012). For example, the sentences *A boy from school writes beautiful letters*, *Jonas writes beautiful letters*, or *He writes beautiful letters* can all express the same meaning, but depending on the familiarity of the speaker and the addressee with the referent, the use of the pronoun is pragmatically appropriate only, when the referent has been introduced before. Likewise, it would be odd to refer with a description such as *a boy from school* to a person that both interlocutors are familiar with. Children have to master a complex task when sorting out the relative contributions of the linguistic and pragmatic factors that influence the selection of appropriate expressions in order to arrive at adult-like referential choices (Gundel & Johnson, 2013; Gundel et al., 2007; Hendriks et al., 2014). Little is known about how the linguistic and pragmatic abilities needed for appropriate referential choices are affected by developmental language disorders (Norbury & Bishop, 2003).

In this paper, we focus on Specific Language Impairment (SLI), which is a developmental disorder that predominantly affects the acquisition and processing of language, predominantly within the domain of morpho-syntax (Bishop, 1997; Leonard, 1998). Children diagnosed with SLI have an age-appropriate IQ, as well as normal sensory, neurological, and social-emotional abilities, implying that there is no apparent source of their language difficulties beyond the grammatical system and/or cognitive resources involved in language processing, for example, verbal working memory (Leonard, 1998; van der Lely, 2005). Under an account of SLI that locates the language impairment specifically at the level of grammar (Schaeffer, 2012; van der Lely, 1997), referential choices would not be expected to be affected by the grammatical impairment because they are viewed as pragmatic choices (cf. Arnold, 2008).

However, studies that have examined referential choices of children with SLI have found differences between the explicitness of the expressions produced by children with SLI and those produced by typically developing children. At the same time the referential choices of children with SLI reveal sensitivity to similar discourse factors (such as newness and givenness) as those observed with typically developing children (de Weck & Jullien, 2013; Norbury & Bishop, 2003; van der Lely, 1997). These studies have mainly elicited narratives, in which the accessibility status of the referents can vary greatly. Our study complements and enriches the existing studies using an elicitation task that allows us to control for previous mentioning and the presence of potential referents in the linguistic and visual contexts.

We further examine the referential choices of children with SLI because referential choices have important theoretical implications regarding the specificity of the developmental disorder and which linguistic and pragmatic abilities are involved.
in the selection of an appropriate referring expression with regard to its degree of explicitness (Stegenwallner-Schütz & Adani, 2014). We aim at identifying common sources that can explain referential choices by children with SLI, which might be affected by their grammatical impairment. To this end, we assess the explicitness of referring expressions produced by children with SLI as determined by the level of contrast in the context of an utterance and by the grammatical role of the expression in the sentence.

Contrasts have been shown to influence the explicitness of children’s expressions from very early on in life (Graf et al., 2015; Wittek & Tomasello, 2005; see Allen et al., 2015, for an overview). Contrasts typically lead to the production of very explicit expressions (cf. Allen et al., 2015). As an information-structural category, contrasts involve the presence of an alternative referent in the context of an utterance (Molnár, 2006). The advantage of contrast effects is that they do not necessarily require speakers to take the addressee’s perspective into account. This is an advantage for the study of referential choices because perspective-taking appears to be challenging for young children (Hendriks et al., 2014; Kail & Hickmann, 1992; Campbell et al., 2000). Contrast effects also occur independently of higher order theory of mind abilities (cf. De Cat, 2013; Gundel & Johnson, 2013; Gundel et al., 2007). This is particularly relevant if we consider that children with SLI have been claimed to lag behind typically developing children with respect to theory of mind abilities (Farrant et al., 2006; cf. Miller, 2004).

While contrasts influence the accessibility of a referent through the prior discourse (mention of another referent) and perceptual factors (availability of another referent in the perceptual context, for example, the visual context), the relation between grammatical role and the explicitness of an expression is based on linguistic categories such as subject and object. Subjects tend to be realized with less explicit expressions more often than objects (Du Bois, 1987).

With the inclusion of contrast and grammatical role, we focus on speaker-oriented discourse factors (cf. Arnold, 2008) and aim to differentiate between the influence of predominantly pragmatic factors and the influence of predominantly grammatical factors on the referential choices by children with SLI. Anticipating our results, we do not observe major differences in the production of lexical NPs between children with SLI and typically developing children with respect to contrast levels and grammatical role. These data support the claim that children with SLI are not impaired in assessing the accessibility of referents as determined by contrasts and grammatical role in the discourse. We relate the subtle differences that we do find to difficulties in maintaining the activation of referents in the discourse representation.

1.1. Referential choices in typical development

As pointed out in the introduction, there is a direct and gradual correspondence between the explicitness of an expression and the accessibility of the corresponding referent (the antecedent) in the speaker’s current discourse model (Ariel, 1990; Gundel
et al., 1993). The more accessible a referent is, the less explicit an expression needs to be and still be appropriately used in a given situation. In other words, the appropriate selection of an expression relies heavily on the speaker’s own mental representation of discourse. Very explicit referring expressions are appropriately produced as references to inaccessible referents. These are referents which have little to no activation in the current discourse representation before being mentioned. This is the case, for example, when a speaker is introducing a new referent to the discourse. When the referent moves into the focus of attention of the speaker and/or the addressee, this referent becomes gradually more and more accessible. Therefore, speakers tend to produce less explicit expressions, for example, pronouns or even phonologically silent elements (i.e., omissions, which we term null elements hereafter), for maintaining reference (Ariel, 1990; Du Bois, 1987; Gundel et al., 1993).

Three-year-old children already show sensitivity to the correspondence between a referential expression and the discourse status that the expression signals (Gundel & Johnson, 2013; Gundel et al., 2007). Similarly to adults, children produce more explicit expressions for inaccessible referents and less explicit expressions for accessible referents, for example, by producing pronouns for maintaining reference to a previously introduced entity (Allen et al., 2008; Campbell et al., 2000; Hendriks et al., 2014; Matthews et al., 2006). Already at age 2.5, children respond to specific questions about objects (which have been previously introduced) such as What happened to X? with pronouns or null elements (Wittek & Tomasello, 2005). These findings do not necessarily imply that young children make adult-like referential choices in all respects. There is a great deal of evidence that children overproduce expressions that are less explicit than those favored by adults in the same situations (Campbell et al., 2000; De Cat, 2011 and 2013; Hendriks et al., 2014; Hickmann et al., 1996; Matthews et al., 2006; Serratrice, 2008; Wittek & Tomasello, 2005). In particular, when introducing new referents or reintroducing a referent after having referred to another referent, children often overproduce pronouns (or definite lexical NPs) which do not efficiently identify the referent in the given situation. These expressions are sometimes ambiguous because of additional potential referents in the discourse (Hendriks et al., 2014). This behavior is generally considered a failure to sufficiently take into consideration the addressee’s perspective (De Cat, 2011 and 2013; Hendriks et al., 2014). In this paper, we focus on two factors that have been shown to influence children’s referential choices: contrast and grammatical role.

1.1.1. Effects of contrasts

If there is at least one other referent active in the discourse that becomes perceptually salient or is formally introduced into the discourse at some point, that referent becomes a competitor to any other active referent and the accessibility of the referents decreases (Ariel, 1990: 28). When the focus of attention is distributed among competing referents, adult speakers are more likely to refrain from the production of pronouns for previously introduced referents and tend to produce more explicit expressions (e.g., lexical NPs) (Arnold & Griffin, 2007; Fukumura et al., 2010). An increase in more
explicit expressions in the presence of a competitor has been observed when another referent has been mentioned (Arnold & Griffin, 2007) or is perceptually available in the context (Fukumura et al., 2010). This increase in lexical NP productions is considered to constitute evidence for competition effects. These effects have been observed in situations where pronominal reference would have been unambiguous and, hence, the lexical NPs are unnecessary to avoid ambiguous reference (Arnold, 2008).

Similar to adults, children also produce very explicit referring expressions in situations where a potential competitor is perceptually present (Serratrice, 2008 and 2013). Even 2.5-year-olds have been shown to produce lexical NPs when a contrast between potential referents has been introduced in a preceding question (for example, *Do we need a mop?* – *No, a broom*; Wittek & Tomasello, 2005). Taken together, there is ample evidence that contrast affects the accessibility of referents in children’s discourse representations and leads to the production of more explicit expressions.

### 1.1.2. Effects of grammatical role

The grammatical role of a referent constitutes one of the linguistic factors that robustly influences the explicitness of an expression. Subjects tend to be given information (Chafe, 1976) and they generally tend to be more accessible than objects. This may also have to do with the fact that subjects are typically the topics of a sentence and speakers often organize their utterances in such a way that they can continue to talk about them in the following utterance (Brennan, 1995). Adult speakers prefer to produce pronouns when referring back to a subject antecedent of a preceding sentence (Arnold, 2001; Brennan, 1995). In the same vein adults generally realize subjects of transitive sentences more often as pronouns than they do objects (Du Bois, 1987). Five-year-old children also exhibit a preference for realizing subjects of transitive sentences as pronouns (Theakston, 2012). This preference appears to be so strong that the 5-year-olds in Theakston’s (2012) study even realized inaccessible subjects (i.e., not mentioned in the preceding five sentences) as pronouns instead of lexical NPs. However, the preference for pronominalizing a subject is not evident when the subject is contrasted (Graf et al., 2015). Graf et al. (2015) showed that 3-year-olds preferred to realize contrasted subjects as lexical NPs and preferred to produce more explicit expressions for contrasted than for non-contrasted subjects. Bittner (2007) proposes for German that the grammatical role of the referent influences the selection preference among less explicit expressions (i.e., null elements, personal pronouns, and demonstrative pronouns) from age 3.5–4.5 on, when grammatical role and animacy properties of nominal constituents are considered. In sum, the grammatical role of a referent is another factor that strongly influences children’s referential choices.

### 1.2. Referential choices by children with SLI

By definition, pragmatic abilities are considered to be spared in children with Specific Language Impairment (Schaeffer, 2012; van der Lely, 1997). However, there is inconsistent evidence as to whether children with SLI behave like typically developing
children in assessing the discourse status of referents and selecting the appropriate referential form. The explicitness of expressions produced by children with SLI has mainly been examined in relation to the information status of referents (givenness, newness). For example, children with SLI have been shown to prefer lexical NPs for (re)introducing referents just as chronological-age-matched typically developing children do (de Weck & Jullien, 2013; Norbury & Bishop, 2003; van der Lely, 1997), and they produce pronouns for maintaining reference to previously mentioned referents (Norbury & Bishop, 2003; van der Lely, 1997). Children with SLI also appear to show a sensitivity to the grammatical role of the referent (Schelletter & Leinonen, 2003).

Some studies report differences between children with SLI and typically developing children with respect to the explicitness of the selected expressions. De Weck and Jullien (2013) found children with SLI (aged 6-9 years) to produce fewer indefinite lexical NPs as introductions compared to age-matched controls and, unsurprisingly, fewer appropriate introductions when only indefinite lexical NPs would be considered as appropriate. The differences point towards a problem with taking the addressee’s perspective into account in SLI (de Weck & Jullien, 2013). Consistent with this explanation, children with SLI also performed more poorly in referential communication tasks and tended to produce underinformative utterances (Bishop & Adams, 1991; Davies et al., 2016).

Moreover, Norbury and Bishop (2003) reported that children with SLI produced more lexical NPs relative to pronouns for maintaining reference to an entity than their age-matched controls. They also produced more ambiguous pronouns, meaning that they produced fewer lexical NPs in contexts where more than one referent was active and, hence, an ambiguity could arise. Even when controlling for the differences in language age, van der Lely (1997) found that children with SLI produced more lexical NPs than controls in contexts where at least two referents were present and which required a reintroduction of the referent.

Taken together, the findings by Norbury and Bishop (2003) and van der Lely (1997) indicate that children with SLI sometimes select less explicit expressions than typically developing controls while in other situations they use expressions that are more explicit. Although the greater production rate of ambiguous pronouns may point towards an inability to sufficiently take the addressee’s perspective into consideration, an ignorance of the addressee’s perspective cannot account for the overexplicit responses because the children produce expressions that are even more informative than those of controls. Rather, the performance of the children with SLI could be indicative of difficulties with assessing or maintaining the activation status of referents.

When considering groups of children with SLI of different ages, de Weck and Jullien (2013) discovered that a difference in the production of indefinites observed between younger children with SLI (aged 6-7, and 8-9 years) and age-matched controls was absent among older children with SLI (aged 10-11 years). When comparing the
referential choices by children with SLI to those of language-matched controls, children with SLI mainly performed comparably to controls (van der Lely, 1997). These findings highlight the importance of considering developmental changes in typical and atypical development.

Overall, children with SLI exhibit similar preferences in their referential choices compared to typically developing children. They base the explicitness of the expressions on the activation status of referents in the discourse in a way that is consistent with the direct correspondence between a referring expression and the activation status that the expression signals, although with some exceptions (see Norbury & Bishop, 2003; van der Lely, 1997).

Narratives cannot entirely manipulate or control the accessibility of referents because the activation status of each referent changes with each individual referential choice that the narrator makes. This motivated us to use a controlled experimental design in which we could control for the linguistic and perceptual accessibility of the referents whom the participants have to refer to for each elicited response.

With this work we want to discuss two accounts that could potentially explain why referential choices could be impaired in SLI. Hendriks et al. (2014) provide an account of the production of ambiguous pronouns by healthy elderly adults. They suggest that a decrease in working memory abilities is reflected in difficulties maintaining the activation status of a referent in the discourse model and this in turn leads to an increase in less explicit expressions. Working within a modular account, Schaeffer (2012) concludes that a difference between children with SLI and their peers in a pragmatic task must be explicable in terms of their language difficulties. This account predicts that the performance of children with SLI should be comparable to that of younger, typically developing children. It also predicts that children with SLI might be vulnerable with regard to the grammatical factor of grammatical role rather than the pragmatic factor of contrast. In the current study, we were interested in comparing children with SLI and typically developing children in regard to their sensitivity to increased contrast levels while otherwise controlling for the accessibility of the referents, as well as regarding the influence of the grammatical role of the referent on the explicitness of an expression.

2. This study

We examine the realization of relative clause heads in experimentally controlled discourse contexts which were carefully designed in terms of the visual material as well as the elicitation questions. We used the elicited production task by Zukowski (2009), which was adapted for German by Adani et al. (2016). Since restrictive relative clauses refer by definition to a unique referent, the production of different referring expressions as relative clause head nouns cannot be due to ambiguity avoidance. Instead, any difference in the explicitness of the head noun must be attributable to differences in the activation status of referents.
By comparing the group of children with SLI to typically developing children, we aim at assessing whether their referential choices are influenced by contrast and grammatical role to a similar extent as expected on the basis of their chronological age or whether they exhibit preferences that resemble those of younger typically developing children.

With regard to contrast, we predict that an increase in the level of contrast should lead to more explicit referring expressions, i.e., more lexical NPs being produced as head nouns and, conversely, to fewer occurrences of pronominal and null elements in the two-contrast context compared to the one-contrast context (cf. Serratrice, 2008 and 2013).

In addition, we also predict that the grammatical role of the referent (i.e., subject vs. object) will influence the explicitness of reference. On the basis of children’s and adults’ preference for pronominalizing subjects (Theakston, 2012), we expect more explicit expressions (e.g., full lexical NPs) as references to object referents compared to subject referents.

In our analysis, we also consider developmental changes in the preference for different types of expressions. On the basis of previous studies, we expect age effects to reflect that older children in general produce more lexical NPs than younger children (Bittner, 2007; Serratrice, 2008).

Turning to children with SLI, we aim at distinguishing between the influences of pragmatic vs. grammatical factors on the explicitness of referring expressions. Specifically, if children with SLI have difficulties maintaining the activation status of referents in their discourse representation, we predict that they will use more lexical NPs compared to controls (van der Lely, 1997). If children with SLI process the contrasting information differently from typical development, we would expect them to differ with respect to the effect of contrast levels. If children with SLI have difficulties with the grammatical role, we would expect them to be insensitive to the prominence the grammatical roles are associated with. Assuming a tendency to overproduce explicit referring expressions (van der Lely, 1997), we predict them to differ from typically developing children on subjects rather than on objects, because subjects are typically realized with less explicit expressions (Brennan, 1995; Theakston, 2012; Graf et al., 2015).

2.1. Participants

Seventy-two typically developing children and 12 children with SLI participated in our study. All participants were monolingual speakers of German. The typically developing children were recruited from day care centers and primary schools in the Potsdam area (Brandenburg, Germany). We recruited the children with SLI from speech and language therapy centers and day care centers with staff trained in language intervention programs in the Potsdam and Berlin areas. For all children, we obtained the written informed consent of the parents.
The typically developing children had a chronological age ranging from 4;0-9;8 and were divided into groups of 4-year-olds (n = 18), 5-year-olds (n = 7), 6-year-olds (n = 19), 7-year-olds (n = 13), 8-year-olds (n = 7), and 9-year-olds (n = 8). We ensured via parental questionnaires that they neither have nor had a language impairment nor a familial risk for one.

The children with SLI had a mean chronological age of 6.4 years (ranging from 4;7-10;11). All children with SLI had reported language impairment. In addition, we also assessed their cognitive and language abilities with a battery of standardized tests in German. All children with SLI had a normal IQ (> 80) and did not fit the exclusion criteria of Leonard (1998). The children with SLI performed below their age norm (-1 SD) on at least two tests in the following battery: comprehension of word order variation, pronouns, and relative clauses (Siegmüller et al., 2011), productive vocabulary (Kauschke & Siegmüller, 2002, for participants younger than 6 years; Glück, 2007, for participants who were 6 years old or older), letter and digit recall (Grob et al., 2009), and meta-language (Petermann et al., 2010). Table 1 provides individual overviews of the scores of the children with SLI. We also calculated the average language age of the children with SLI, which was 5.2 years (ranging individually from 4 to 9 years). The language age was calculated as an average of the age-corrected scores of the morpho-syntactic tests (word order, pronouns, relative clauses), the letter and digit recall test, and the meta-language test.

The data of the typically developing children were analyzed using a developmental trajectory (Thomas et al., 2009). Unfortunately, our sample of children with SLI was not large enough to warrant a similar developmental analysis for our affected population. Therefore, the data collected from children with SLI were analyzed as a single group. In order to match the SLI and control groups, we calculated the SLI group’s mean chronological age and used this as a zero point on which we centered the typically developing children according to their chronological ages. We repeated this procedure for the language age of the SLI group. This allows for two comparisons: comparing the SLI group to the typical development on the basis of the chronological age and on the basis of the language age of the children with SLI. Naturally, the chronological age equals the language age for the typically developing children, and the children with SLI are treated as being younger according to their language ages.

### 2.2. Experimental design and materials

We manipulated two variables: the contrast level of the elicitation question and the visual stimulus (two levels: one contrast vs. two contrasts) and the grammatical role of the targeted referring expression (two levels: subject vs. object). Table 2 shows the experimental design and provides example materials that we are going to use for illustration. Contrasts were expressed through the presence of another potential referent of the same kind as the targeted referent and through contrasting color.
### Table 1. Overview of the standardized scores for children with SLI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Child ID</th>
<th>AGE</th>
<th>IDS-IQ</th>
<th>IDS-SVM</th>
<th>IDS-PM</th>
<th>TSVK3</th>
<th>TSVK5</th>
<th>TSVK6</th>
<th>SET9</th>
<th>WWT/PDSS</th>
<th>LA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SLI01</td>
<td>8 m</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>46</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLI02</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLI03</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLI04</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>82</td>
<td></td>
<td>45</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLI05</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
<td>85</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLI06</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLI07</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>54</td>
<td></td>
<td>41</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLI08</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>42</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLI09</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLI10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLI11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLI12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>53</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Grey shades indicate a score of at least -1 SD below the mean; s = standard score; t = t-score; p = percentile; AGE = the chronological age in years (y) and months (m); IDS-IQ = intelligence quotient from the cognitive part of the Intelligence and Developmental Scales (IDS – Grob et al., 2009); IDS-SVM = spatial visual memory test of the IDS; IDS-PM = phonological memory test of the IDS; TSVK3 = word order subtest of the Test zum Satzverstehen von Kindern (TSVK – Siegmüller et al., 2011); TSVK5 = binding subtest of the TSVK; TSVK6 = relative clause subtest of the TSVK; SET9 = correction of incorrect sentences of the Sprachstandserhebungstest für Kinder im Alter zwischen 5 und 10 Jahren (Petermann et al., 2010); WWT = productive vocabulary subtest of the Wortschatz- und Wortfindungstest für 6- bis 10-Jährige (Glück, 2007); LA = language age.

2. Score refers to the oldest age group for which a standard score is provided (when the child is actually older).

3. Score obtained with the expressive verb vocabulary subtest of the Patholinguistische Diagnostik bei Sprachentwicklungsstörungen (PDSS – Kauschke & Siegmüller, 2002).
changes or the additional action of being photographed. For the one-contrast context, a single elicitation question (for example, *Which boy is now purple?*) was used in combination with a visual stimulus that depicted two potential referents, for example, two boys who could be distinguished by the actions they perform. In our example, one boy is touching a cow and the other boy is touching a horse. In the two-contrast context, we used conjoined elicitation questions (for example, *Which boy is now blue and which boy is now green?*) along with a visual stimulus that depicted two contrasts. The first contrast remained identical to the one in the one-contrast context. In addition to the first contrast, there were contrasting color changes (such as the boy turning blue versus the boy turning green in [2a]) or contrasting events (such as being photographed by the mouse or the bird as in [2b]).

33 We manipulated the grammatical role of the referent of the head noun (subject vs. object) in the targeted sentence by including visual scenes that elicited either subject- or object-modifying relative clauses, because we wanted to control for the grammatical role of the referent in the matrix clause. In subject-modifying relative clauses, the head noun is the subject of the matrix clause (see examples [1a] and [2a]) and in object-modifying relative clauses, the head noun is the object of the matrix clause (see examples [1b] and [2b]). When eliciting a subject-modifying relative clause, the referent undergoes the color change and consequently becomes the subject of the matrix clause. In examples [1a] and [2a] the targeted sentence reads *The boy (who…) is now green.* In contrast, when eliciting an object-modifying relative clause, the referent is the patient of the photographing done by a mouse (called Max) or a bird (called Tom). Hence, the referent becomes the object of the matrix clause and the targeted sentence reads *Max is photographing the boy (who…),* as for example in [1b] and [2b].

34 The experiment was designed to elicit 60 responses from a total of 40 trials because we considered the two relative clauses elicited in the two-contrast context separately. The materials were intended to elicit 20 responses in the one-contrast context and 40 responses in the two-contrast context. The grammatical role of the referents was balanced (30 subjects, and 30 objects). In addition, we also controlled for the word order of the relative clause (42 subject-extracted, and 18 object-extracted relative clauses). Four-year-olds were tested on a reduced version of the experiment that included 30 trials.

2.3. Procedure

The children were asked to participate in a game where they had to describe to an experimenter what somebody was doing. When needed, the interaction between the experimenter and the child was mediated by a hand puppet. They sat in front of a computer screen which depicted the visual stimuli as two picture pairs. The laptop display was not visible to the hand puppet or the experimenter. An introductory picture displayed two characters participating in two similar events. While seeing this introductory picture, the participants listened to a pre-recorded female voice introducing the two characters and the two events. The experimenter then displayed
[a] Condition: one contrast, subject
Elicitation question: Welcher Junge ist jetzt lila?
Which boy is now purple?
Target response: Der Junge/der/NULL, der/den...
The boy/the one/NULL who/whom...

[b] Condition: one contrast, object
Elicitation question: Welchen Jungen fotografiert Max?
Which boy is Max photographing?
Target response: (Max fotografiert) den Jungen/den/NULL, der/den...
(Max is photographing) the boy/the one/NULL who/whom...
[2a] Condition: two contrasts, subject
Elicitation question: Welcher Junge ist jetzt blau und welcher Junge ist jetzt grün?
Which boy is now blue and which boy is now green?
Target response: Der Junge/der/NULL, der/den... und der Junge/der/NULL, der/den...
The boy/the one/NULL who/whom... and the boy/the one/NULL who/whom...

[2b] Condition: two contrasts, object
Elicitation question: Welchen Jungen fotografiert Max und welchen Jungen fotografiert Tom?
Which boy is Max photographing and which boy is Tom photographing?
Target response: (Max fotografiert) den Jungen/den/NULL, der/den...
und (Tom fotografiert) den Jungen/den/NULL, der/den...
(Max is photographing) the boy/the one/NULL who/whom... and (Tom is photographing) the boy/the one/NULL who/whom...

Table 2. Examples of the visual and auditory material for each experimental condition
via button press the subsequent picture, which represented the visual stimulus and was presented in combination with the pre-recorded elicitation question. A digital recorder recorded all prompted responses. The trials were presented in a pseudo-random order in two lists. A participant was always presented with only one of the two lists.

2.4. Coding

The data that was analyzed for this study is a subset of a larger data set for a study investigating the syntactic structure of elicited relative clauses (Adani et al., 2016). For the purpose of this study, we restricted the analysis to grammatical and pragmatically appropriate relative clauses. First, we decided to only include grammatical responses because we wanted to rule out the possibility that the language breakdown which is reflected in the ungrammaticality and pragmatic inappropriateness of an utterance may influence the referential choices. Pragmatic inappropriateness was defined as responses that are grammatical but nevertheless do not constitute a felicitous answer to the elicitation question. Second, we also excluded grammatical declarative sentences that were not a relative clause because we wanted to ensure that the explicitness of the head noun was not influenced by ambiguity avoidance. If the child produced a relative clause, the restrictive relative clause unambiguously enabled the identification of the target referent. Third, we also excluded all passives because the passive voice could possibly have independently influenced the referential choices. Three of the 40 trials elicited ambiguous relative clauses and were also not analyzed. The final data set contained 3,118 responses of which 317 belonged to the SLI group. All responses were transcribed and coded for the type of referring expression produced for the relative clause head. The participants produced either a lexical NP, a (demonstrative) pronoun (e.g., der, die, den in German), or a null element. Examples of responses for each type of referring expression are given in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response type</th>
<th>Example from the actual data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lexical NP</td>
<td>Der Junge der die Kuh streicht ist jetzt lila. The boy who the cow strokes is now purple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pronoun</td>
<td>Der der die Kuh berührt ist jetzt lila. The one who is touching the cow is now purple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Null element</td>
<td>Der die kleine Kuh antippt ist jetzt lila. Who is tapping the little cow is now purple</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Examples of actual productions for each response type
3. Results

We analyze the realization of the relative clause head noun, more specifically, whether it was a lexical NP or a less explicit expression (a pronoun or null element), using generalized linear-mixed models within the “lme4” package (Bates et al., 2015) in R (version 3.2.2; R Development Core Team, 2015). The random effects structure of the model includes an intercept and slope adjustment for subjects and an intercept adjustment for items. The correlations among the subject random effects were suppressed in order to optimize the random effects structure of the model according to Bates et al. (2015). The factor contrast level tests for a main effect by comparing responses in the one-contrast context (coded as -1) to the two-contrast context (coded as 1). The factor grammatical role (abbreviated as “gram role”) tests for another main effect by comparing objects (coded as -1) to subjects (coded as 1). We included their interaction as well. Contrast level and grammatical role were between-item factors. In order to compare children with SLI (coded as -1) to typically developing children (coded as 1), we specify a group factor and its interactions with each of the two main effects of contrast levels and grammatical role, and their interaction. The continuous age variable relates to the typically developing children and has been included (as well as its interactions with the main effects) to reveal potential developmental changes.

Typically developing children produced 55% lexical NPs, 28% pronouns, and 17% null elements. Of the productions of children with SLI, 60% were lexical NPs, 14% were pronouns, and 26% were null elements. We report the statistical analysis for the lexical NP productions. Hence, all occurrences that were not coded as lexical NP productions represent the selection of less explicit expressions (a pronoun or a null element).

We ran two separate models where the children with SLI were compared to the typically developing children on the basis of their chronological age (Model 1) and their language age (Model 2). The models’ output is provided in Table 4.

Both in the chronological-age comparison (Model 1) and in the language-age comparison (Model 2), there is a main effect of contrast level, and a main effect of grammatical role, but an interaction of the two main effects is absent. The main effect of contrast level shows that, across groups, children produce more lexical NPs in the two-contrast context than in the one-contrast context. The main effect of grammatical role revealed that, across groups, children produced fewer lexical NPs for subjects than for objects. Despite the absence of a main effect for group in both models, the group difference interacted with the factor contrast level. See Figure 1 for illustration.

Pairwise comparisons for the first model, which takes the chronological age of the children into account, confirmed that the main effect of contrast level was present in both groups. However, there was a greater difference between the lower number of lexical NPs produced in the one-contrast context and the greater number in the two-contrast context among the typically developing children compared to the SLI group (TD: $\beta = 2.42, SE = 0.316, z = 7.668, p < 0.001$; SLI: $\beta = 1.351, SE = 0.536, z = 2.519, p = 0.012$).
### Table 4. Output of the statistical analyses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fixed effects</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>z-value</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>z-value</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>0.299</td>
<td>0.224</td>
<td>0.823</td>
<td>-0.313</td>
<td>0.305</td>
<td>-1.026</td>
<td>0.305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>0.608</td>
<td>0.124</td>
<td>4.895</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>0.608</td>
<td>0.124</td>
<td>4.895</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>0.545</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>0.961</td>
<td>-0.733</td>
<td>0.557</td>
<td>-1.315</td>
<td>0.188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contrast level</td>
<td>1.885</td>
<td>0.359</td>
<td>5.257</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>2.083</td>
<td>0.367</td>
<td>5.674</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gram role</td>
<td>-0.817</td>
<td>0.405</td>
<td>-2.018</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>-0.822</td>
<td>0.413</td>
<td>-1.988</td>
<td>0.047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age x contrast level</td>
<td>-0.316</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>-2.641</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>-0.316</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>-2.641</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age x gram role</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.147</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.964</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.147</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group x contrast level</td>
<td>1.069</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>2.098</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>1.464</td>
<td>0.531</td>
<td>2.736</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group x gram role</td>
<td>-0.266</td>
<td>0.642</td>
<td>-0.414</td>
<td>0.679</td>
<td>-0.274</td>
<td>0.663</td>
<td>-0.414</td>
<td>0.679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age x contrast level x gram role</td>
<td>-0.575</td>
<td>0.208</td>
<td>-2.765</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>-0.575</td>
<td>0.208</td>
<td>-2.765</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group x contrast level x gram role</td>
<td>1.414</td>
<td>0.873</td>
<td>1.621</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>2.133</td>
<td>0.916</td>
<td>2.329</td>
<td>0.020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pairwise comparisons for the second model confirm that the main effect of contrast level is still present when taking the language age of the SLI group into account (TD: $\beta = 2.815$, $SE = 0.351$, $z = 8.023$, $p < 0.001$; SLI: $\beta = 1.351$, $SE = 0.536$, $z = 2.519$, $p = 0.012$). Consistent with the first model, the effect of contrast level...
is smaller within the SLI group compared to the typically developing children. Figure 2 illustrates that children with SLI produce more lexical NPs in the one-contrast context compared to typically developing children of age 5. In addition, we also observe a three-way interaction of group, contrast level, and grammatical role. Regarding the performance of the typically developing children, pairwise comparisons show that the effect of contrast levels is evident in the lexical NP productions of the typically developing children for subject and object heads (TD: subjects: $\beta = 3.464$, $SE = 0.508$, $z = 6.815$, $p < 0.001$; TD: objects: $\beta = 2.166$, $SE = 0.446$, $z = 4.86$, $p < 0.001$), but that there is a greater difference between contrast levels among subjects than objects. Pairwise comparisons for the SLI group reveal the effect of contrast levels for objects but the effect is absent for subjects (SLI: subjects: $\beta = 0.933$, $SE = 0.713$, $z = 1.308$, $p = 0.191$; SLI: objects: $\beta = 1.768$, $SE = 0.719$, $z = 2.459$, $p = 0.014$). Figure 2 shows that the absence of the contrast level effect in subjects results from the high variability of lexical NP productions for subjects in the two-contrast context by the SLI group.

3. SLI = Specific Language Impairment; TD = typically developing children; 1 contrast = one-contrast condition; 2 contrasts = two-contrast condition; Subject = subject of the uttered sentence; Object = object of the uttered sentence.
The effect of age reveals that typically developing children produce an increasing number of lexical NPs as they get older. The two-way interaction of age and contrast level shows that the difference between the two levels of contrast decreases as the children become older. The three-way interaction of age, contrast level, and grammatical role specifies further that the difference between the lexical NPs produced according to the experimental factors decreases more dramatically for subjects than for objects (subjects: $\beta = -0.603$, $SE = 0.166$, $z = -3.626$, $p < 0.001$; objects: $\beta = -0.029$, $SE = 0.150$, $z = -0.190$, $p = 0.849$).

4. Discussion

We have reported a production experiment that manipulated levels of contrast and the grammatical role of the intended referent at the sentence level to elicit referring expressions of varying explicitness. We will discuss the implications of our results separately for the two participant groups, starting with typical development and turning later to SLI.

4. Specific Language Impairment; TD = typically developing children; 1 contrast = one-contrast condition; 2 contrasts = two-contrast condition; Subject = subject of the uttered sentence; Object = object of the uttered sentence.
Our experiment demonstrates that children adapt their selection of referring expressions to levels of contrast in the discourse and the grammatical role of the referent in the sentence. In the presence of two contrasts, children are more likely to produce lexical NPs, hence, a referring expression of the more explicit type, than in the presence of only one contrast. This result supports our prediction about the influence of contrast levels on the production of referring expressions and is consistent with earlier reports on the influence of referent availability on children’s production of referring expressions (e.g., Serratrice, 2008 and 2013). The children in our study also showed sensitivity to the grammatical role of the referent and produced fewer explicit referring expressions for subject head nouns than for object head nouns. This finding confirms our prediction about the influence of grammatical role and corroborates previous findings of children’s preference for less explicit expressions for subjects (e.g., Bittner, 2007; Theakston, 2012) in comparison to objects.

For typical development, we also show that the likelihood of producing lexical NPs in the presence of contrasts is subject to a developmental trend. Older children produce more lexical NPs than younger children, but this increase is modulated by levels of contrast. The effect of contrast is greater in the younger age range (i.e., 4 to 6 years), than in the older age range (i.e., 7 to 10 years), and more specifically so for subjects than for objects.

We argue that the effect of contrast level arises from competition in the children’s discourse model. The evidence for the increased production of more explicit expressions is based on situations where the production of explicit forms cannot be explained by the avoidance of ambiguity (because the use of a restrictive relative clause specified which referent was meant). Hence, we are led to attribute the increase in lexical NPs to competition effects (according to Arnold, 2008). We conclude that the increase in contrast levels leads to similar levels of activation of referents in the speakers’ discourse representation. The similarity of the activation levels in turn makes the referents less accessible. Since less accessible referents are typically referred to with more explicit forms of reference, the decreased accessibility leads to the production of more lexical NPs (e.g., the boy, the purple horse). Our findings corroborate previous findings on children’s early sensitivity to the presence of a potential competitor in the discourse or perceptual context (see Allen et al., 2008; Allen et al., 2015). Competition effects that are evoked by the perceptual presence of a potential competitor have been shown for children before (Serratrice, 2008 and 2013). We show in addition that an increase in contrast levels can also lead to competition effects.

Children’s productions are also influenced by the grammatical role of the referent in the uttered sentence. They produce more lexical NPs for objects than for subjects. This finding is consistent with the extensive evidence that the prominence of subjects leads to high accessibility and that subjects are as a consequence more likely to be pronominalized or omitted (Theakston, 2012) than objects. We want to point out that our experiment cannot distinguish whether the crucial factor is the
grammatical role in the preceding sentence, the question in our experiment, or the grammatical role the referent occupies in the sentence uttered by the participant. In our experiment, the grammatical role of the intended referent was either subject of the question (e.g., Which boy is now green?) and of the uttered matrix clause (e.g., The boy who… is now green), or object of the question (e.g., Which boy is Max photographing?) and of the uttered matrix clause (e.g., Max is photographing the boy who…). It is plausible that both the grammatical role of the referent of the preceding question, and the grammatical role of the referent in the matrix clause contribute to the decrease in very explicit expressions for subjects compared to objects because both factors have been shown to influence referential choices in these ways (Brennan, 1995).

We find that the production of more explicit forms undergoes a developmental change. Our finding is consistent with previous research that also showed an increase in lexical NP productions among older children (e.g., Bittner, 2007; Serratrice, 2008). Moreover, our findings also indicate that the contrast effect changes with development. We relate this effect to the salience of contrasts, which enables even very young children to perceive them and adjust their referential choices to the contrast (Wittek & Tomasello, 2005). We argue that the contrasts can serve as a starting point for the acquisition of subtler information-structural notions, such as focus and topic. Because all references that we elicited were direct responses to the wh-element in the elicitation question, they were all focal. For our types of elicited responses, one could argue that we elicited contrastive foci in the one-contrast context and contrastive topics in the two-contrast context (Molnár, 2006). Although we explicitly avoided ambiguity in our experimental design, contrasts can, in principal, also help children become more sensitive to potential ambiguity in their references, because ambiguity potentially arises in those situations where there is more than one potential referent available (cf. Allen et al., 2015).

The developmental change also provides an explanation of why children sometimes differ from adults in the explicitness of their referring expressions. Children have been argued not to take ambiguity into account as much as adults do (Hendriks et al., 2014). Our results suggest that young children may also be differently affected by information-structural notions such as contrast, and this might contribute to the likelihood of producing less explicit expressions.

Turning to children with SLI, we find referential choices that are consistent with the patterns shown by the typically developing children. First, contrast levels play an important role in their selection of referring expressions. They respond to the increase in contrast levels similarly to their controls with an increase in lexical NP productions.

Consistent with our conclusion for typically developing children, we interpret the increase in lexical NP productions as a consequence of competition effects arising in their discourse representation. Children with SLI monitor the activation statuses of referents in the discourse and are aware of the presence of a potential
competitor. This finding is consistent with their preference for lexical NPs for reintroducing referents as in the van der Lely (1997) study. In this respect, we demonstrate that the language impairment does not affect the sensitivity to the presence of contrasts. This effect might not be surprising given the robustness and the early onset of contrast effects in typical development (Graf et al., 2015; Wittek & Tomasello, 2005). It also confirms our predictions with regard to the children with SLI and supports the claim that their abilities are spared with respect to a pragmatic factor such as contrast.

Still, we observe a numerically smaller effect of contrast level in the group of children with SLI. When comparing the children with SLI to the typically developing children on the basis of their language age, the SLI group appears to differ from their controls in terms of more explicit responses in the one-contrast context while behaving very similarly in the two-contrast context. When van der Lely (1997) also observed a tendency of children with SLI to produce more lexical NPs for the reintroduction of referents, she interpreted this observation as reflecting more mature referential choices compared to the language-matched controls and speculated that children with SLI may have a greater awareness for linguistic forms from the language therapy experience. This in turn may lead to the increased production of lexical NPs. It is worth mentioning that in her study all controls were language-matched (albeit based on different linguistic abilities). Norbury and Bishop (2003) also reported a higher production rate of lexical NPs relative to pronouns for maintaining reference by children with SLI compared to chronological-age-matched controls, which we also consider as evidence for over-explicitness. We could have come to a similar conclusion to van der Lely if we had not included the comparison to the typically developing children on the basis of the chronological age. This comparison tells us that the SLI children behave as expected on the basis of their average chronological age in the one-contrast context. Bearing this in mind, it is not surprising that they differ from the typically developing children in the language-age comparison because they are in fact older and behave as the older children in this condition do (therefore showing “more mature” referential choices according to van der Lely [1997]). An important methodological implication of this result is the need to control for the chronological age of the clinical group, as well as to consider the developmental trajectory of a phenomenon. This is what de Weck and Jullien (2013) did and they also observed that younger children with SLI differed from controls with respect to appropriate introductions of referents while older children with SLI did not.

How can we account for the difference with regard to the influence of contrast levels between the production rates of lexical NPs of children with SLI and those produced by typically developing children? As outlined in the introduction, the selection of an appropriate expression crucially depends on the speaker’s own model of the current discourse. The speaker needs to model the activation status of a referent in order to determine the degree of explicitness that is necessary for the expression to be appropriate in a given situation. Hence, the difference in production rates between the SLI and the TD groups might reflect a difference in
how the two groups maintain the activation status of referents in their discourse representation. It has been previously assumed in the literature that weaker verbal working memory abilities affect maintenance of the activation status of referents in the discourse representation, which in turn can lead to differences in the production rates of referring expressions. According to Hendriks et al. (2014), weaker verbal working memory abilities influence the production of pronouns (and hence, explain the production of ambiguous pronouns). Arnold et al. (2009) have also discussed this idea when accounting for overexplicit expressions. SLI has been characterized by weaker verbal working memory abilities (e.g., Archibald & Gathercole, 2006). We think the idea that differences in the production rates of referring expressions hinge on weaker verbal working memory abilities is consistent with the idea that children with SLI have difficulties maintaining the activation status of referents in their discourse representation. We argue that those difficulties maintaining the activation status might explain the difference between lexical NP production by children with SLI and that by typically developing children which we observed in relation to contrast levels in our sample and which has been previously observed in narrative discourses (i.e., Norbury & Bishop, 2003; van der Lely, 1997).

Turning to grammatical role, we do not find any evidence for a difference between children with SLI and typically developing children with respect to how they take into account the grammatical role of the referent. This finding is unexpected under the hypothesis that the language impairment predominantly influences factors that are grammatical. Our findings point in the direction that children with SLI and age-matched typically developing children prefer to produce less explicit expressions for subjects than for objects. They treat subjects as more accessible than objects (see also Schelletter & Leinonen, 2003). What might have contributed to this result is the fact that the elicitation question in our experiment constrained the targeted grammatical role of the referent. When attempting to produce a felicitous answer to our elicitation question, our participants were not free to determine the grammatical role of the referent because this was already determined by whether this was a subject or object which-question.

How can we reconcile reported differences between children with SLI and typically developing children in the current experiment as well as in previous work? We know that children with SLI have difficulties in constructing coherent discourses, which may exacerbate their referencing abilities (Norbury et al., 2014). Several studies have reported, for example, that children with SLI have difficulties producing appropriate narrative discourses beyond the appropriateness of their referential choices (e.g., Norbury & Bishop, 2003). The difficulties range from sentence complexity, use of connectives, and use of internal state language to aspects of narrative organization and complexity (Tribushinina et al., 2015a and 2015b; Tsimpili et al., 2016). In our study, we concentrate on two very narrowly defined pragmatic and grammatical factors, contrast and grammatical role, respectively. We used a controlled elicitation task, which revealed that children with SLI perform quite similarly to typically developing children when the accessibility of referents...
is controlled for in the materials. We consider this finding to indicate that the pragmatic and grammatical basis for determining the accessibility of referents with respect to contrast and grammatical role as determining factors and, in turn, the mapping between the accessibility of a referent and the explicitness of the referring expression are spared in SLI (Schaeffer, 2012; van der Lely, 1997). These results do not necessarily bear on the much wider question as to whether other discourse-related abilities are impaired in SLI or not. The studies cited above indicate that several aspects of discourse are likely to be affected.

Future work needs to clarify how difficulties with maintaining the activation status of referents in the discourse model influence the performance of children with SLI on discourse-related phenomena. As mentioned above, it has been proposed that differences between the production rates of expressions with varying degrees of explicitness might hinge on verbal working memory abilities, and future work needs to clarify exactly how verbal working memory abilities in SLI relate to their referential choices. It remains an interesting question for further study of SLI whether difficulties with maintaining activation status affect not only the explicitness of referential choices, but also more globally the organization of coherent discourses in conversational speech or narratives.

With a controlled experimental elicitation task, we show that children with SLI predominantly exhibit similar preferences for the explicitness of expressions as determined by contrast and grammatical role to those of typically developing children. We observe a slight difference to typically developing children in contexts that involve greater cognitive processing demands. Hence, the explicitness of referential choices of children with SLI appears to be largely unaffected by the language impairment and differences can be explained as consequences of difficulties in maintaining the activation status of referents in the discourse.
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